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It is commonly imagined that practices of measurement can somehow escape the localized limitations of culture and society. Quantification’s universalizing ambitions therefore play a major role in world histories and, above all, in the enterprises of scientific and commercial networks. It is claimed that measures of commodities and of data greatly help mobility and mastery. The techniques and results of such measurement processes are, so it seems, understood in the same way everywhere, as if they had no need of translation or of mediation, as if they could speak for themselves. No doubt all this explains why some historians have identified the advent of European modernity with the rise of the quantitative spirit, and, simultaneously, with the capacity of these Europeans to travel, loot, accumulate, and dominate beyond the limits of their own world and, in principle, everywhere.¹
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Localization and Displacement

The man who in 1916 invented the word *mondialisation*, the Belgian internationalist visionary Paul Otlet, and his closest colleague, the Austrian philosopher and activist Otto Neurath, certainly believed that measurement practices would offer ways to build a new world order, in which boundaries between different systems of mediation would dissolve. But measurement techniques always rely on complex mediations between instruments, tools, and practices. They are part of ritual systems that are at once communally shared and debatable, and it is neither easy nor self-evident to get them to move or work together. One must study the meanings that these measures had at the local level and find out about the ceremonies and practices that enabled them to act in many different and interconnected worlds. The concern in this article is to use these stories of mediations and rituals as ways of reflecting on the worldly extension of measurement practices and thus on that of the science of these practices, metrology.

The institutionalization of standards and discourses of standardization, not to mention classic tales from the history of the exact sciences, have often been taken as weapons of globalization, in the term’s most aggressive sense. But it is also possible to consider the possibility of something more like a world history, a history that would study, in Roger Chartier’s words, “the processes through which shared references, imposed models, texts, and goods that circulate on a planetary scale are appropriated to make sense in a particular time and place.” It is no coincidence that in his commentary on history at the global scale, Chartier asked whether this history must “be a new form of the comparatism proposed by Marc Bloch in 1928.” In this essay, likewise, it is a question of connecting Bloch’s approaches to the rituals of measurement and conceptions of the universe with the possibilities of a world history of science.

Ceremonies of measurement have much to teach us about the importance of placing measurement within a world history of science, a history that would no longer assume an inevitable asymmetry between the quantitative reason of Europeans and the qualitative enterprises of other peoples. Consider for instance the measurements commonly carried out by Pacific mariners in the later eighteenth century, a moment when quantitative techniques for determining longitude at sea were celebrated as signs of triumphant Western modernity, and concern with the
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“planetary scale” was at the center of scientific and navigational enterprises. Historians of these ocean surveys have argued that such measurement “was mathematical and uncommunicative,” and that navigators such as James Cook “trusted techniques and instruments rather than people who had no particular reason to trust him.” According to these historians, the maps made during surveys of the northeastern Pacific in the 1790s “framed ... a distinctively British and scientific domain” through an impersonal calculus of instruments and measurements. Yet at the same time, these cartographic projects were integrated into ceremonial forms of social interaction. Whenever a marine chronometer was used to determine longitude at sea, the triple locks that sealed its ceremonial container had to be simultaneously opened by three different officers, its rate of going ritually recorded, its status sacralized. “Our trusty friend the watch,” as Cook called it. Very often instruments acquired personal names that made their makers and users present even as they were at work in measurement. They were thus embedded in a social system linking persons and devices in a very complex web of ceremony and politesse.

Such instruments were often taken and used by indigenous people; but we also need to understand what these people took them to be. On the Alaskan coast in June 1791, a group of Spanish astronomers who had arrived from Acapulco built an observatory to orient themselves. The Tlingit people, led by their chief Xune, approached the observatory, which subsequently became a privileged site of barter. The expedition’s commander recorded the following in his log:

_I do not know whether any of the many natives who approached the observatory understood the religious ideas concerning the Sun by which I attempted to give some color to our astronomical observations._


9. The reliability of an instrument as it traveled depended a great deal on the reputation and quality of the manufacturer—so much so that it was often referred to by his name. A quadrant was thus known as “Bird” or “Ramsden,” a timepiece as “Bréguet” or “Kendall.” The value and utility of the instrument was judged according to these appellations.

Some encounters provided the occasion for surprising and important ritual practices. When the eminent hydrographer and administrator Charles-Pierre Claret de Fleurieu put together a long account of a 1792 Pacific fur-trade voyage, he was able to identify the Marquesas Islands using a chart originally made for Cook by a Polynesian priest and navigator, Tupaia:

*No doubt the correctness of Cook’s or La Pérouse’s charts is not required in those of a native of the Society Islands, who navigates in a canoe, without any means of measuring the rate of his progress, without any instrument to observe his latitude, without a compass to steer by? It must not be forgotten that he has no precise idea, no comparative measure of distances.*

Claret de Fleurieu nevertheless placed far more faith in “the correctness of Tupaia’s hydrography” than in that of French seamen, whom he castigated for their ignorance of the proper rituals of maritime measurement carried out using marine chronometers and lunar tables: “it is time to rouse French navigators from the humiliating apathy which keeps them in the shackles of an old routine.” The inversion was thus complete: a reliably exact Polynesian, hopelessly traditional Frenchmen.

This kind of inversion of presuppositions, if not prejudices, with respect to the distinction between tradition and reason has become rather commonplace among histories of science that pay close attention to the way practices are located in specific contexts. Historians of science are concerned with the ways that techniques serve as mediators at moments of encounter and exchange between different kinds of sociability. Measurement seems transcendent, and thus effortlessly capable of universal mobility, solely and precisely because it appears not to depend on ordinary resources such as instruments made of metal, wood, or paper, or on humble practitioners such as sailors, merchants, and workmen. Historians of the sciences, however, have shown that measurement practices and values are local and mundane. They do not depend on especially inspired or excessively rational methods, but rather rely on the situated work of persuasion and credibility and are thus closely linked to the places in which they are carried out. These places are specially organized for these practices and, in turn, contribute to reinforcing their importance.

Such claims point to problems of localization and displacement. How do measures that work in such locales work anywhere else, and in principle everywhere else? One key technique is *calibration*. This process consists in placing a scale of measurement on an instrument by exposing it to a well-known signal, then marking its responses. The crucial assumption is that the device will be able to measure unknown variables if, and only if, these variables are of the same nature as the signal used to calibrate the instrument. A balance, a sextant, or a thermometer works on the assumption that unknown entities have gravitational, optical, or thermal properties just like those used to calibrate the instrument. This assumption is a form of *social regulation*, because it is a shared convention that governs how collective measurement proceeds and allows new ways of engaging with the world. When measures are called into question, these shared conventions suddenly become apparent. They thus define an entire world and its boundaries, since they stipulate in advance what kinds of phenomena can be measured, and, through this process, known and mastered.

The Silent Trade

In some ways, all measurement practices are rituals because they demand careful attention to a sequence of performative actions without which the measure loses value. For navigators and assayers, accountants and merchants, the instructions that accompany tools of measurement are vital resources, especially when measurements are in dispute. A specific measurement is associated with a specific social setting, and through the mediating work of calibration, measurements accompany particular conceptions of the universe. In *The Royal Touch*, his great study of the emergence and decline of royal ceremonies of miraculous healing in medieval and early modern England and France, Bloch concluded that “truth to tell, the notion of the royal miracle would seem to have been related to a whole ... outlook upon the universe.” The connection between the workings of the ceremony and the worldview it embodied was clear to Bloch because he was writing both the history of a ritual practice and a history of belief in the efficacy of that practice. He understood that the way power is displayed is also a kind of power.

One of the most brilliant historians of money and coinage in medieval and early modern European markets, Bloch showed that measures do not easily travel. They are bound by the regimes that simultaneously helped define the properties of reliable knowledge and the contents of the world. These definitions were just

as fragile as the extension of the social order in which they were inscribed, which is why we need to abandon ethnocentric histories of measurement’s progress. Yet, especially in accounts of the rationalist triumphs of modern sciences, measurement practices have often been understood as one of the most important factors in the homogenization of societies and as a powerful way of establishing effective communication and relations of domination between groups with different social structures. There is a very long tradition of considering measures as the most effective way of delocalizing social difference. According to historians of ancient commerce, for example, “the interweaving of the economic and the social” made it extremely difficult to develop common criteria of value among communities with contrasting social structures—it was thus essential to define measures that were autonomous and transcended specific localities, amounting to the negation of mediation. In the fourth book of his Histories, Herodotus tells of a land “beyond the pillars of Hercules” where Carthaginian merchants engaged in a strange but reassuring gold trade.

[These travelling merchants] unload their cargo; then having laid it orderly along the beach they go aboard their ships and light a smoking fire. The people of the country see the smoke, and coming to the sea they lay down gold to pay for the cargo and withdraw away from the wares. Then the [Carthaginians] disembark and examine the gold; if it seems to them a fair price for their cargo, they take it and go their ways; but if not, they go aboard again and wait, and the people come back and add more gold till the shipmen are satisfied. Herein neither party (it is said) defrauds the other; the [Carthaginians] do not lay hands on the gold till it matches the value of their cargo, nor do the people touch the cargo till the shipmen have taken the gold.

Although this classical tale of mute and fair barter continued to circulate over millennia, the location where it took place was never entirely fixed. In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Muslim scholars relayed stories from Mali and

other West African kingdoms concerning inland gold producers who, summoned by drums, would silently negotiate with Moorish traders from the north. The Venetian navigator Alvise da Cadamosto, in Portuguese service off the coast of Senegal in 1455–1456, recorded that a silent trade flourished in the interior. Many in Mali reckoned that the gold producers might even be born dumb. Cadamosto’s story, drawing its authority from Herodotus, spread widely through Dutch, French, and British commercial networks in the seventeenth century. The mariner Richard Jobson, who sailed the Gambia river in 1620 and was persuaded to publish his stories by the London cleric Samuel Purchas in 1623, recounted familiar tales of a silent trade of salt for gold: “it is said, they have a just manner of trading and never see one another.” During the seventeenth century, Guinea became one of the main supply points of this precious metal and the scene of competitive commerce between European traders who engaged in complex negotiations with the Akan peoples of the region. The Europeans were well aware that the Akan did not control the origin of all this gold: “the gold they bring there is tied in little skins, each of which is a measure of weight.” In 1614, the Basel surgeon Samuel Brun gave the following account:

A hut stands there, in which the goods remain until the imbally-people or frontier-people come to carry them away and lay the gold in little bowls in their place. When they are gone, the Akanists come, take the gold and go home again. Thus the Akanists do not see the traders who give them the gold for the goods. It is a great wonder that neither side deceives the other.

This explains the significance of stories of silent, reliable, immediate trade taking place somewhere upcountry. Michael Hemmersam, a Nuremberg goldsmith in Guinea in 1639, claimed that they “trade ... without them seeing each other, for they imagine that they might die [if they did so].” Whether it was because they were secretive, or hideous, or congenitally mute, “the Negroes take [the goods] away and leave as much Gold. They are the truest dealing men in the world. I have not found so much faith, nor faithfulness, no not in Israel.”

Despite, or perhaps precisely because of, its mythic status, the story of the silent trade in African gold is a pertinent starting point for these reflections on ceremonies of measurement. The silent trade was defined by the principle that the parties never met, nor relied on any intermediary or overseer: it was believed that shared measures existed, even while the parties remained invisible and mute. Its history long functioned as the ideal type of the most primitive stage of commerce, a “utopian model” of reliable measures produced without any mediation.27 According to Émile Durkheim, for example, “it might be asked whether markets are not the organized version of these initial exchanges” between parties that were “taboo for each other.”28 Stories gathered from across the globe, from the Gold Coast and the Silk Route, from western Africa in 1455, Newfoundland in 1612, or from Ceylon in 1681, were used to underwrite a quasi-evolutionist model according to which the silent trade was seen by sociologists as “a preparation for exchange,” if not “the archetype of all exchange.”29 Shared measures were allegedly established easily, via the immediacy of things whose calibration had already taken place, and not by the mediation of some social interaction. It was imagined that ceremonies of measurement were not preceded by any social institution and yet ultimately managed to generate such institutions. Some early twentieth-century scholars therefore sought the source of the market’s power in these stories of the silent trade. In reply, their opponents observed that “it is very unlikely such conventions could have been set up between people who did not already know of self-conscious and calculated exchange.”30 This trade could also be linked to the ancient and very widespread distrust of merchant-travelers, often seen as hostile and foreign to the social order. The silent trade and its original measures, it was said, led to more advanced systems for determining values.31 Ethnographic and historical research has dramatically challenged the very existence of the silent trade as a cultural reality. Nevertheless, the notion of a system of measures of great trustworthiness and faithfulness, which did not seem to depend on any social network or

system of mediation, and which in some way or another worked everywhere and anywhere, sustained the idea that measures express natural facts rather than socio-historical conditions.32

If the silent trade ever took place, which is doubtful, it happened at sites of critical significance in world trade and exploitation.33 In fact, the Guinea gold trade relied on exquisitely ingenious measurement systems, the magnificently crafted gold weights designed by Akan traders to measure out variable amounts of gold dust in the highly fraught transactions they conducted with European intermediaries. Very often, indigenous traders used weights of varying size depending on the social status of their trading partners, and they considered gold dust to be the medium of exchange, not an independent commodity.34 Europeans criticized the Guinean traders because the Akan did not seem to understand that gold came originally from God, and also because they imagined that gold was the Europeans’ God.35 And yet somehow these Europeans managed to acknowledge the cunning agility with which the Akan manipulated weights used in measurement while at the same time insisting that the source of Guinea gold was dominated by a pervasive silent trade.

The tale of the silent trade was widespread throughout the markets of early modern Europe. The Anglo-Irish satirist and clergyman Jonathan Swift, for example, was obsessed with Guinea gold and familiar with some of the sources relating to the silent trade. These stories were even available in his own library in texts such as Purchas’s *Hakluytus posthumus* (1625), which he used in the composition of *Gulliver’s Travels*.36 In Swift’s narrative, the eponymous hero encounters professors at the Lagado Academy’s language school who use objects to limit the damage inflicted on the lungs by speech, asserting that “since words are only names for things, it would be more convenient for all men to carry about them such things as were necessary to express the particular business they are to discourse on.” These erudites carry bulging sacks of things with which to converse, and claim that “this invention ... would serve as a universal language, to be understood in all
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This silent trade would thus promote a universal language of things to ease communication between nations of different tongues. Ultimately, it represents a way of asserting that calibration is not a local set of conventions, but a vast and universal system of immemorially absolute values.

Clearly, the utopia Swift satirized here was one in which measurements travel without mediators. The myth of the silent trade placed particular emphasis on the fact that such commerce was preternaturally honest, and (despite strong evidence to the contrary) never needed local agents. It has become common to associate the Lagado scholars’ use of objects with Swift’s attack on the early Royal Society and its dreams of a science of universal measures and inventory accumulation. What is more, the Royal Society was seen as the twin sister of the Royal Africa Company, the main agent of the slave trade. The satire also emerges directly from the Anglo-Irish experience of monetary crises in the measure of values. Reference to the silent trade thus helps bring out an important aspect of what was at stake in Swift’s joke. In Lagado, the professors evidently assign too much and the wrong kinds of agency to things. They imagine, falsely, that things can communicate their values without go-betweens, and have embedded within them innate powers to guarantee measures.

This is *fetishism.* The concept of the silent trade—immediate communication through things—developed in Guinea, the very cradle, as William Pietz has splendidly demonstrated, of the notion of the fetish—the false attribution of power to things that in fact lack this power. Andreas Ulsheimer, a Swabian protestant surgeon who traveled to Guinea in 1603–1604, made the following comparison:

> Just as the Papists annually on Corpus Christi Day go around their fields and bless them against storms, so the Guineans annually gather together in each and every village on a certain day in April and make their füstisse [fetish] or devil-images to honour their füstisse or false god, the Devil. These images are nothing but a heap of dirt squeezed together.

Recounting his voyage to Guinea in 1699, the French trader Nicolas Villault similarly described such fetishes as “inanimate things, most often so filthy and ugly that one has no desire to touch them.” If fetishes had a privileged status in another culture, the measures established within their own culture enabled these
European travelers to determine values independent of this status: they could unmask fetishes as mere lumps of matter. It was considered that commodified things could be exchanged across any social boundary without changing their true value. They could thus be used to judge others against an apparently universal standard.

The Roots of Measurement

This tale of a decisive shift from local ceremonies to global sciences, whose measures work anywhere and in principle everywhere, has since dominated the history of measurement. Consider the splendid histories of the move from “the world of approximation to the universe of precision,” the title of a remarkable essay published by Alexandre Koyré in 1948 as part of a series of articles on “machinism.” According to Koyré, past societies failed to achieve technological modernity because they lacked the sense that the world could be precisely measured. “It was not the thermometer that was missing, it was the idea that temperature could be subjected to an exact measurement.” Koyré considered that regimes of calibration were responsible for the emergence of modernity. What kinds of social systems might allow or prevent the emergence of such a notion of exactitude? Replying to Koyré in the Annales in 1950, Lucien Febvre had an answer: he entirely accepted the assumption that calibration was missing from earlier societies, and added that what mattered was a reliance on testimony instead of immediate measurement. “The world of approximation, yes. But that does not go far enough. It was nothing less than the kingdom of hearsay.” According to Febvre, savants’ trust in and reliance on the stories of others long impeded the institutionalization of a strong sense of what was possible, and what was impossible, in nature.

But there is something misleading about an easy identification of the practices of precision measurement with a Weberian account of rationalization and disenchantment. Spectacular examples are furnished by measurement rituals performed by pilgrims to Jerusalem, as the historian Zur Shalev has demonstrated. The Temple of Solomon and other sacred sites were understood as embodiments of precision measures. Pilgrims were provided with length standards to calibrate the dimensions of their bodies against those of the holy sites, measurements that were sometimes also printed in their guidebooks. Cords measured carefully against such holy places were used as cures for bodily suffering. A vast number of seventeenth-century texts included detailed plans of the Temple and other sacred sites, and European cities were filled with scale models of exquisite precision designed to display divine measures. Ritual practice, royal and divine power, and the

activities of measurement and exchange were linked. This was especially the case during the great struggles around what E. P. Thompson memorably termed the “moral economy” of agrarian society, struggles in which the rituals of grain measures became the site of conflicts about calibration, standards, and the economy in general. These aggressive ceremonies of measurement worked in a similar way to what Michèle Fogel has astutely called “ceremonies of information,” the rituals through which the early modern state produced information via the exercise of power. It was no doubt tempting for Koyré and his colleagues, great historians of the progressive transition to modern sciences, to suppose that the history of measurement involved a late but inexorable move from the local to the universal. Yet there must also exist cases where the possibility of delocalizing the ritualized practices of measurement remained closely determined by their local origin.

Historians of the sciences have always been obsessed by problems of incommensurability and impressed by the ways in which particular sets of scientific practices embody specific worldviews. What if we take the term incommensurability more literally? Witold Kula’s now-classic 1970 study of the social meaning of measurement institutions, *Measures and Men*, opens with comments on the historic links between the development of metrological systems and socioeconomic conditions. He thus remarks that West African gold traders, “in whose economy the extraction of gold dust played a major part, had a very advanced system of weights.” In his detailed analysis of European cultures’ passage from traditional measures, embodied in things, to abstracted, universal regimes such as the metric system, Kula traced the dehumanizing drive for objectivity and found its key moment in Revolutionary France. According to Kula, the ultimate victory of the meter depended on the satisfaction of two conditions: “the equality of men before the law and the alienation of the commodity.” The politics of reason and of the commodity are unmistakable. Kula ended his work with a “postscript in praise of prefects.” Against François-René de Chateaubriand’s post-Revolutionary assault on the “petty tyranny” of the metric Jacobins, he sang the praises of the measured state:

*The prefects ... shall seek, and achieve, in the areas of their administrative competence, further unification of ever new perceptions among men. Many further achievements will yet redound to their credit. They shall continue to bring about a higher level of mutual understanding among people. And in the end, a time will come when we shall all understand one another so well, so perfectly, that we shall have nothing further to say to one another.*

49. Ibid., 123.
50. Ibid., 288.
This utopian vision of the silent trade has not yet quite been realized. Already, in a 1960 essay published in the *Annales*, Kula had argued that since “one of the byproducts of the sudden collapse of Europe’s political domination over the world was the universal adoption of the social model created by the very same Europe,” it followed that “the duty of history is ... to interrogate the past with the aim of discovering what led us to this unification.”

Did he suppose that measurement’s path was secured forever? Probably not, though this has often been the ritualists’ dream, notably in the Revolutionary culture that Kula lauded, and which Mona Ozouf so brilliantly explored through its sacrificial and utopian ceremonies.

In some rituals of sacred power, what was at stake was the measured exchange of different commodities. While Febvre saw the roots of modern precision in the displacement of a social practice based on trust by that of immediate engagement with the rituals of measurement, other social scientists have emphasized the ritual origins of these very measurement practices. Instead of supposing that social order was achieved through the power of precision techniques, several anthropologists and mathematicians have argued that the widespread acceptance of measures was the result of a globally diffused system of rituals. Early twentieth-century classical scholars and comparative anthropologists such as James Frazer, Jane Harrison, and Arthur Hocart argued that there was a close and complementary relation between myth and ritual. The eminent American mathematician Abraham Seidenberg and others subsequently used this approach to seek the ritual origins of measurement. They argued that in some primordial fertility rituals, the principal participants ran the risk of being sacrificed and killed. These rituals were thus absolutely necessary, but also rather dangerous. As a consequence, sacrificial protagonists would appear in the ritual in the form of an equivalent token, rather than in person. Pebbles or coins, for example, would be used as substitutes for the sacrificed participant.

This explained—or so it was claimed—why in so many cultures there was a strong taboo on counting persons directly. “When thou takest the sum of the children of Israel after their number,” so Moses is instructed in Exodus 30:12, “then shall they give every man a ransom for his soul unto the Lord, when thou numberest them; that there be no plague among them, when thou numberest them.” Kula recorded a host of plebeian and peasant forms of distrust concerning counting and measuring, classing them as “superstitions” about the power of the census and of the balance. A mass of ethnographic evidence relating to ceremonies of weighing the soul, drawn from classical sources and from early modern

central Europe, was accumulated by the mid-twentieth-century Austrian ethnographer Leopold Kretzenbacher. All this evidence was also used to emphasize the importance of the balance as a key part of the ritual of substitution. Such instruments, it was claimed, were ceremonial ways of establishing a reliable equivalence between the protagonist to be sacrificed and the offering made in the participant’s stead. It was concluded that these rituals were principally embodied in such basic and ancient measurement activities as the balance, the census, and the fiscal system. The divine monarch thus became the agent who calculated taxes as a substitute for counting subjects’ persons directly.55

This remarkable account of the relation between ritual and the origins of measurement was explicitly designed to bolster a diffusionist version of cultural anthropology and to counter the claims of modish mid-twentieth-century structural functionalism. It is not my aim here to pursue the ambitions of this universal ethnography of a globally diffused ritual system, which perhaps tells us more about the history of human sciences than the practices of past measurements. It is nevertheless possible to see how local practices of measurement were tied up with specific ceremonies of offering and sacrifice. In forging his account of the relation between ritual practice and royal power, Bloch explicitly engaged with the work of Frazer and his peers, and in 1922 Frazer was presented with an honorary doctorate at the University of Strasbourg, where Bloch worked. In the ambitious program for comparative history that he published in 1928, Bloch discussed the common approach adopted by Enlightenment philosophers and by Frazer, a perspective that considered societies spatially remote from European modernity to be comparable with those of primitive peoples.56 In his brilliant 2010 Marc Bloch lecture, Carlo Ginzburg rightly emphasized that “before rejecting comparative ethnography, which he associated with Frazer, Bloch explored it as a legitimate alternative.”57 Bloch made lengthy manuscript notes designed to explain the faults of Frazer’s method. He carefully distinguished Frazerian comparative ethnography from “comparative history within a limited horizon,” where it was a question of tracing ritual practices in societies that were often in close contact with each other.58 “One must beware,” he wrote, “of making the ... mistake of transposing the Antipodes to Paris or to London.”59 Nevertheless, we must attempt to understand what happened when such transportation did indeed occur within the context of colonial and world circulations, and what kind of measures were derived from and applied to such remarkable displacements.

Let us consider one of Bloch’s specific examples of a measurement ritual. Following Jacques Le Goff, Ginzburg pointed out the striking absence in *The Royal Touch* of any reference to the work of Marcel Mauss, whose essay *The Gift* appeared a year after Bloch’s book. At the very center of his study of medieval kingship and ritual healing, Bloch included a striking analysis of an English ceremony that explicitly linked the ceremony of the gift, measurement, balance, and royal authority. From the thirteenth century, every Good Friday the English king would “creep” toward an altar on which stood the cross. At the foot of the altar he would place a quantity of fine gold and silver coins. “Then he would take up these coins again—‘redeem’ them, as it was called—and replace them by an equivalent sum in any ordinary coin,” normally twenty-five shillings. Rings were then forged from the precious metal so exchanged, and from at least the fifteenth century these were treated as curative talismans, especially potent against epilepsy, the sacred disease. According to a fifteenth-century account, the healing power of the “gold and silver devoutly touched and offered by the sacred anointed hands of the kings of England upon Good Friday, during divine service (according to the ancient custom of the kings of England) ... has been proved by frequent trial of rings, made of the said gold and silver and placed on the fingers of sick persons in many parts of the world.”

These cramp rings, as they were called in reference to epilepsy, became an important element in English diplomacy. In 1510 the English ambassador to Emperor Charles V asked for cramp rings to be sent from London to the Habsburg ruler. Five years later, a Genoese spy working in Paris asked for a dozen rings to sell to wealthy Frenchmen, while the English ambassador in France claimed that Parisians had offered him twice their worth for these blessed rings. With the accession of Elizabeth I to the English throne in 1558, the entire ceremony of ritual exchange and blessing ceased. Instead, English people started to make rings for themselves and for the medical marketplace. According to Bloch, in the first phase “the center of the action was a sort of juridical procedure, the offering of the gold and silver coins and their redemption by means of an equivalent sum.”

---

64. Ibid., 97.
Just as comparative ethnographers argued that the ritual of the balance had emerged from the need to establish a ceremonial equivalence between the sacrificial victim and the substituted offering, so, according to Bloch, “in order to make the offering serious, and so efficacious, the gift could only be redeemed by a payment, just as when something is bought from its legitimate owner.” However, Bloch also explains how, in a second phase, the English monarchs seized power over the ceremony by positioning themselves as the masters of the rings’ efficacy. From the sixteenth century on, the rings were made in advance, their powers attributed solely to ritual contact between the rings and the monarch’s anointed hands. The system of ritual equivalence was abandoned or forgotten. With this appropriation of power by the monarchy, the sacred metal could no longer be considered as subject to a process of measurement: “the old practice of the simulated gift and redemption had almost lost its meaning.”

Bloch’s astute analysis of the ceremony of the cramp rings highlights the roles that rituals of measurement could play in the work of politics and of public knowledge. He particularly focused on changes in what might be called “trials of strength,” in which the staging of a relation of equivalence was connected with the display of forms of official power. The quantitative experimental method, which Koyré and Febvre saw as a major achievement of early modernity and as a decisive break with earlier traditions of ritual performance, nevertheless emerged from these public ceremonies. The importance of the balance and of what Mauss called “body techniques” in this set of practices was decisive. As Bloch pointed out, the English monarchy exploited and transformed a ceremony of miraculous measures by displacing attention from the work of balanced exchange toward the presence of sacred bodies. Habsburg monarchs were likewise invested in these kinds of transformations. Charles V set up a public balance where those accused of dealing with the devil could be weighed, then issued with a certificate of moral cleanliness. In the early seventeenth century, his grandson Philip III gave four times his weight in gold, and seven times his weight in silver, as an offering for the survival of his ailing son. In institutional spaces such as churches, mints, academies, and courts, public assays simultaneously dramatized a moral order and a measure of royal authority over the powers of nature and the state.

The royal rite of weighing the body as an element in assays of monarchical power and moral order was by no means limited to European kingships. It was also familiar in the stories of Orientalists, who recounted the long tradition of balancing the bodies of South Asian rulers against a range of precious commodities. From as early as the Gupta period, during the fourth century CE, monarchs would be weighed against precious metals and the equivalent in grains or other commodities given as gifts to the poor. In the 1500s, just as the Tudors seized control of the cramp ring ceremony, so Mughal rulers, keen to identify themselves with perennial traditions of South Asian monarchy, resuscitated and developed these...
ceremonies, holding twice-yearly, large-scale ceremonial weighings of the monarch’s body and charitable offerings, and extending the practice to the ruler’s sons and honored courtiers.

According to the Persian text of the A’in-i-Akbari, composed around 1590 by Abü’l-Fażl ibn Mubāraḳ, eminent advisor to the emperor Akbar, the ruler would be weighed against a range of substances, including gold, mercury, iron, silks, perfumes, medicines, and grain, before the great potlatch of ritual gift giving. Very significantly, Abū’l-Fażl began his treatise with a long account of the workings of the imperial Mint. Describing successive currency reforms by Mughal ministers, he insisted that “the edifice of the world” was based on the successful practices of the fiscal system and its rituals. At the very start of a natural history of the Mughal court’s administrative system, he tabulated the specific gravities of a vast range of substances, explained how alloys were smelted, and offered a cosmology of metallurgy.

The text, and the ceremonies it described, corresponded to an image of ideal equilibrium between a landed elite and the commercial system as it was reshaped during the sixteenth century. The significance of such ceremonies of alloying and weighing were familiar to the sixteenth-century Portuguese chronicler Fernão Mendes Pinto, who included them in his book of travels through Asia. Thomas Roe, the English ambassador to Jahangir’s court at Agra in 1616–1617, gave a very detailed if slightly quizzical account of the ritual of Mughal bodily measurement:

I understood his weight to be nine thousand rupees, which are almost one thousand pounds sterling. After [he was weighed] with gold and jewels, and precious stones, but I saw none; it being in bags, [it] might be pebbles.

Roe’s chaplain, who also witnessed the scene, made the obvious Biblical analogy with the fall of Babylon to the Persians, then drew a politically savvy conclusion:

When I saw [Jahangir] in the balance I thought on Belshazzar, who was found too light. By his weight, of which his Physicians yearly keep an exact account, they presume to guess of the present estate of his body, of which they speak flatteringly, however they think it to be.

The trope became commonplace in the accounts of Orientalists interested in the complex systems of accumulation and trade in South Asia. In his posthumously
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published *Travels in the Mogul Empire*, François Bernier described the emperor Aurangzeb’s weighing ceremony in the 1660s:

> On the third day of the festival, the king, and after him several omrahs [emirs], were weighed with a great deal of ceremony in large scales, which, as well as the weights, are, they say, of solid gold. I recollect that all the courtiers expressed much joy when it was found that Aureng-Zêbe weighed two pounds more than the year preceding.\(^{73}\)

It was from Bernier, indeed, that in the *Lettres persanes* Montesquieu would later draw his condemnation of royal excess and political tyranny:

> When I see the subjects of the Mogul running in crowds once a year, to behold their king putting himself in a balance and causing himself to be weigh’d like an ox; when I see them rejoicing at their prince’s being grown more corpulent, that is to say, less capable of governing them; I can’t help pitying the extravagance of the mind of man.\(^{74}\)

Montesquieu’s characteristic acuity recognized that such public assays in rituals of measurement had major political significance: “this prince is a great magician”\(^{75}\) was the citation from *Lettres persanes* that Bloch chose as an epigraph for *The Royal Touch*. Montesquieu’s reflexivity recognized, too, that despite their exoticism these lessons directly applied to European realms as much as to oriental ones.

### Trials of Value

To shed light on the roles such measurement rituals played within and between the global trade systems of the epoch, it is useful to return to Guinean gold. Two closely interwoven phenomena allegedly took place in the same locations: the silent trade, in which persons who could not understand each other established measurement through things, and superstitious fetishism, in which things that could not make themselves understood were covertly measured through persons. For English traders such Roe’s colleagues, this gold would end up as a central part of a measurement ceremony entirely comparable with those of the cramp rings and the royal touch. At exactly the same moment that these great rituals of kingly power were first institutionalized, and in precisely the same locations, the English regime also established measurement ceremonies around the gold coinage manufactured from Guinea metal.

Linked very closely with the workings of the Royal Mint at the Tower of London and the center of royal power in Westminster, the Trial of the Pyx was

---
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so-named for the box in which randomly selected coin samples were stored before being tested. This ceremony was first recorded in the middle of the thirteenth century and was held regularly from the fourteenth century on. It was thus contemporary with the inauguration of the royal rituals of touching scrofula victims and of the manufacture of cramp rings. Indeed, the pyx itself was originally the box in which wafers were held before the Mass. It was guarded by three locks, as was common for many similar systems combining security and sacred ritual, including the marine chronometers that accompanied mariners on ocean voyages. The box was supposed to contain a leather bag of coins taken from each journée, or period of production of about fifteen pounds of gold. Each bag’s contents were weighed before being tried by fire by a chosen jury of goldsmiths who had sworn a solemn and ceremonial oath. The minted coins were calibrated against a standard gold plate, and a sample of that plate was also put apart and stored in the Chapel of the Pyx in Westminster Abbey.76

The Trial of the Pyx was sometimes a moment when the king personally surveyed and evaluated the values of the coins made at the Royal Mint. The resemblance between the offerings of coins made during the ceremony of the rings and that of the Pyx was close, for the royal prerogative was presented as the fount of the entire system of good values. Crucially, this public assay linking the monarch’s person with the measurement of metal was designed to determine the value of gold coinage while at the same time publically establishing that this gold’s value could be trusted by the state. As Pierre Vilar points out in his masterly History of Gold and Money, there was a significant coincidence between the currency stabilization of 1696–1714, a trebling of excise revenue in 1693–1714, and the reinforcement of a triangular trading system linking Guinea, Brazil and the Caribbean, and the European markets.77 There was an intimate connection between this ceremony to determine the value of gold, the Guinea trade, and the development of measures on a world scale.

From 1696, the Mint was managed by Isaac Newton, natural philosopher and servant of the state, who was especially active during the period of the so-called Great Recoinage. He insisted on strict accuracy in weighing and sought to correct what he judged to be an unacceptably large tolerance of error in the average weight of coins—if the gold pieces tried in the Pyx ritual were too light, the loss was to be made up at the expense of the Mint’s master, Newton himself. In 1710, for example, he protested at the quality of the standard with which the goldsmiths compared the gold coins.78 In Newtonian London, as in Guinea, enormous power could be attributed to inanimate substances if, and only if, they were subject to
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the right set of measurements. It is no coincidence that the first English narrative

to have a potent object as its main character was Charles Gildon’s *The Golden Spy*,
printed in 1709, whose eponymous protagonist is a guinea coin made of West

african gold. Measurement and its ceremonies dominated the public culture of

the Newtonian world. As master of the Mint, Newton was deeply involved in the Trial of the Pyx,

the Guinea trade, and their various measurement rituals. While he worked at a

major center of world commerce, he also sought to ground ritual measurement in

a long history of providential cosmology. It was his vast research on the dimensions

of the Temple of Solomon that furnished Newton with the connection between

these two domains. He certainly witnessed models of the Temple on show in

London and, like Swift, read closely in travelers’ tales from Africa and the Levant.

He shared the view that the sacred books encoded descriptions of precision rituals

under the cover of myths. A detailed analysis of the measurements of the Temple

followed, to be published in his writings on the sacred cubit. In these inquiries,

Newton set out to prove that the ancients had known the true system of the

universe and had celebrated this cosmology through the exact measures of their

temples. A history of measurement ceremonies was therefore welded to what

the historian Colin Kidd calls “ethnic theology,” the major eighteenth-century

to understand the ways in which inhabitants of the ancient world in

Asia, Africa, and Europe had managed to construct world networks of commerce

and exchange between cultures.

Newton’s early eighteenth-century efforts to calibrate the values of coined

gold in the Pyx ceremony and the dimensions of ancient measurements were

contemporary with his attempts to calibrate measurements gathered from across

the world. In 1712–1713, for example, he and his colleagues were engaged in

producing a new version of the *Principia mathematica*, in which worldwide evalua-

tions of very different measures of length and time, made by French travelers in

the Antilles and South America, or by the agents of trading companies in India

and China, were incorporated into a new “system of the world.” The Newtonians

were also much concerned with measuring the densities of a whole range of sub-

stances both at the Mint and in the assay rooms. The only way that Newton could


prove the *Principia*’s most important claim—that all matter responds to gravity in the same proportion—was by testing the movements of balances and pendulums made with “silver, lead, glass, sand, common salt, wood, water and wheat,” using gold as the substance against which all other substances were calibrated.83

Following these experiments on a whole range of very diverse objects and matters, the role of the balance and the pendulum in the rituals of enlightened measurement, established in Newtonian natural philosophy, was to become essential. The very same techniques were incorporated into the most important public rituals of the assay offices and national excise systems of eighteenth-century states. As Kula argued, “the creation of a ‘measure’ is a complex mental act. ... The qualitative diversity of cheese, butter, honey, wool, and nails is so great, and the traditional techniques of production so varied ... that they blinded contemporaries to the fact that these products do share the common property of weight.”84 In his assays of just such a range of goods, Newton did much more than execute “a complex mental act.” He used the rituals of assaying to show that weight could indeed be considered, and then defined, as a “common property.” The establishment of this kind of social order, which could conceivably produce reliable and transportable techniques and results, required a regulated network of commodity exchange, and, in turn, helped to secure it.

For example, the tobacco leaf, whose commodity status depended on tight government regulation of barrel size, became a reliable commodity through the stringent rituals of the British excise laboratories. As in Britain, the leaf became part of the purchasing system of the French Farmers General, who monopolized its import from Virginia via Glasgow. It was thus the stock-in-trade of eighteenth-century fiscal experts such as Antoine Lavoisier, who inspected tobacco outlets, controlled the excise on goods entering Paris, monitored inflows and outflows of goods through the excise wall he constructed round the capital, and helped plan a national munitions industry. For Lavoisier and his collaborators, as Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent has shown, “the balance marked out a new space at the heart of the laboratory, almost like the sanctuary of a church.”85 The term “sanctuary” is apt, for the figure of the balance embodied in a single set of practical performances an entire range of social meanings linked to the domains of accountancy and commerce, politics and morals: “the gestures of weighing performed by Lavoisier resonated with other practices of reckoning, inventorying, and algebraization in other cultural spheres that were implicitly mobilized every time Lavoisier appealed to the judgment of the balance.”86 Moreover, these “gestures of weighing” were systematically and ingeniously incorporated into rituals of political performance.
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Between 1783 and 1785, the French king and his ministers, academicians, and administrators became privileged witnesses of Lavoisier’s synthesis and analysis of water. In a manner redolent of much older state ceremonial, the chemists sought to persuade their elite public of the fact of water’s gaseous composition. Historians agree that these rituals were qualitatively persuasive. But they also agree that Lavoisier improvised backstage with the material of his calculations until they seemed convincing. Ceremonies of measurement implied a certain amount of work behind the scenes in order to assure that calculus and theatre matched.

As Kula’s arguments suggest, it was in the domains of commerce and agronomy that such rituals mattered most. The conflicts between rival accounts of the moral economy hinged on the values invested in calibrating price, quantity, and production. For the peasants who supported a traditional view of the moral economy, the agricultural market was supposed to be governed by a moral code, sanctioned by custom and Scripture. Agricultural labor transferred the divine product of God’s earth from soil to table. Whoever intervened in this process by trading in the sacred territory between the fields and the home was guilty of a sort of blasphemy. In 1759, according to Kula, the royal procurator at Nantes announced that since “a variety of foodstuffs ... sold by the heaped measure” were sold in varying quantities because the substance was piled up within the receptacle that formed the standard measure, “it is therefore of consequence to the general public and in particular to those members of it [who] ... depend for their sustenance on low-grade grains ... that the actual dimensions of the Nantes boisseau be determined once and for all—its width and its depth.” Yet protests exploded whenever and wherever local and idiosyncratic rituals of grain measurement seemed to be violated.

Customary measures, embodied as examples in metal or wooden containers, were treated as sacred objects, supervised by authority, venerated by civic ceremony, and stored in treasured sites. In 1732, for example, the British government attempted to impose a standardized measure on the rituals for calibrating the weight of corn. A citizens’ jury in the city of Gloucester carefully packed the new and legally validated container tightly with grain, then slowly poured its contents into the traditional measure, giving a bulkier but lighter and thus acceptable quantity of corn. Think, as an apt comparison, of those seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Guinean markets where the Akan used weights that varied according to the social status of their commercial partners. Sometimes tools were introduced as a means of regulation. In 1753, for instance, the Swedish government commissioned an ingenious machine from the expert instrument maker Daniel Ekström that...
mechanized the process of pouring grain into a measured container, thereby—or so it was alleged—doing away with the need for careful manual management. In a host of similar cases, measurement rituals were contested, adopted into custom, or treated as sacred.

The Invention of Metrology

In late eighteenth-century France, a new term designating the science of these measurement rituals and their world distribution was invented: métrologie. The term had previously been used, though only rarely, as a technical concept in mathematics. In the *Dictionnaire universel de mathématique et de physique* published by naval engineer Alexandre Savérien in 1753, metrology was simply defined as “elementary geometry.” Matters changed in 1780 with the work of Lavoisier’s contemporary, the Paris-based mathematics teacher Alexis-Jean-Pierre Paucton. Paucton’s treatise *Métrologie*, which eventually earned him the chair of mathematics at the University of Strasbourg, traced rituals of measurement throughout sacred and human history from the perspective of its central role in agronomy. The convergence of the social conflicts of his time with antiquarianism was very marked in Paucton’s extraordinary book, which began with a discourse on contemporary agronomy and the “flour war” of 1775, conducting experiments on the capacity of the grain measures then in use. Yet, like Newton, Paucton swiftly moved on to a long meditation on the virtues of the ancients, whom he believed had navigated the oceans and discovered America, as tales of a lost Atlantis proved. He also considered that these ancients had constructed vast metrological monuments, and that the Great Pyramid, to which he also devoted a separate treatise in 1781, was the supreme embodiment of fundamental standards: “the pyramid is a monument that deserves to be examined anew; no other is so capable of shedding a great light on antiquity.” Like Newton, Paucton considered that these standards, ritualized by antiquity and memorialized in its monuments, depended on an unrivalled mastery of the Earth’s dimensions. He thus recommended political and economic strategies akin to those of the physiocrats: the abandonment of colonial trade, which was a source of luxury and corruption, and its displacement by “the only riches that can make a people flourish and its population grow: the fruits produced by the native soil.”
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It would be easy but fundamentally erroneous to read Paucton’s work as a clear symptom of modern rationality, and to treat its introduction of metrological vocabulary as nothing more than a prefiguration of the quantifying spirit in a pre-Revolutionary context. In fact, as the vast and politically oriented scope of his project reveals, it was typical for Paucton and his contemporaries to construct very strong connections between measurement techniques, administrative and social crises, and conjectural histories of measurement as a world principle. It is certainly true that metrology’s methods would eventually become indispensable to social historians. Bloch prophesied that “a time will come ... when no study of regional life, whether by a historian (in the standard sense of the word) or a geographer, will be conceived ... without maps of measurements.”

But in the more immediate term, it became a weapon for a range of political and economic interests. In the 1770s, Paucton appropriated older traditions of Orientalist scholarship, especially reports of travelers in the Levant and South Asia who gathered comparative information on measurement practices across markets and courts. Very close comparisons could be made, therefore, between Newtonian measurement rituals and Paucton’s metrology. British merchants and colonial administrators exploited the relationship between these rituals and metrology within newly reorganized global trading systems. Between 1777 and 1783, for example, an East India Company revenue collector and printer in Calcutta, Francis Gladwin, organized the translation of substantial extracts from Abûl-Fazl’s A’în-i-Akbarî, so that what was taken to be a guidebook to Mughal measures, with its details on the management of the Mint, the origin of precious metals, and the ceremonial weighing of the monarch, could be made accessible to the British regime. As Kapil Raj has argued, this was neither the first nor the last administrative attempt to extract useful fiscal information from Abûl-Fazl’s treatise. The declared aim of Gladwin’s project was partly to allow the regime to claim it had adopted and displaced former ceremonies and practices of measurement and law. In complete reliance on local experts in Persian and Mughal administrative traditions, British scholars published voluminously on Indian systems of weights and measures.

The East India Company used these principles to establish a “permanent settlement” of farm and property rights. This violent reorganization of measures was decisive in the reorganization of Bengal agronomy in 1793. The Company considered that “a patient and laborious scrutiny of individual rights, together with a minute and detailed survey of the extent, cultivation and productive powers of the territory [was] indispensable.”

After 1795, the financier and administrator Henry Colebrooke produced a major analysis of Indian weights and measures.

linking this with his accounts of indigenous astronomy, celestial mechanics, and cosmology.99 In 1814, the Moravian missionary and botanist Benjamin Heyne, who had worked since 1800 in the newly conquered territories of Mysore as a plant collector and surveyor, published his remarkable statistical account of Indian measurement practices. Almost all of Heyne’s records were produced in close collaboration with Brahmin informants, who could apparently recite Telugu versions of Sanskrit works on land mensuration by heart. They detailed the relation between body techniques, traditional measures, and the demands of economic and social administration. Heyne stressed the great accuracy of the wide range of measures in use at the time, explained the rituals that defined units of weight, length, or area, and argued that although “the introduction of English measures would be commodious for Europeans,” this transformation of values would expose “the lower classes of Indians ... to great imposition.”100 In the relations that Europeans sustained with the indigenous experts on whose measurement practices they relied, it is certainly not true that measurement belonged to one side, tradition to the other.

It was thus no coincidence that the word “metrology,” designating the science of measurement rituals, at last entered the English language. It first appeared in the works of the East India Company’s principal Mint administrator, James Prinsep, and of the mathematics teacher Patrick Kelly. Following Heyne’s statistical accounts, Prinsep conducted a census of all the different measurement systems at work in the subcontinent that he could collect, and commissioned models of each set of standards based on surveys of measurement systems in India. Kelly’s aim was to produce universally valid reckoners for coinage values, weights, and measures across the global commercial system. Prinsep thus sent his models from Calcutta to London as part of a calibration program completed in 1823 and published by Kelly in 1832 with a title that was both eloquent and, for the British, unprecedented: Oriental Metrology.101

Metrology thus entered the British world through India. Debates subsequently broke out concerning the ritual basis of such measures and the challenges of uniformity. Prinsep, who urged that standardization could “only be done in the gradual process of time, by the growing inter-communion of the multitudes engaged in the internal traffic of the country,”102 was opposed by a Bombay military surveyor and fierce evangelical, Thomas Jervis, who argued for the centralized imposition of measurement standards throughout British India. It would be easy
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but misguided to see Prinsep as the conservative, Jervis as the rationalizer. If anything, the opposite was true: using arguments resembling those of Newton, Jervis found the basis for all measurements of length in ancient sources, especially the Bible. For him, universal and ancient measurement ceremonies had been developed in the Levant by divine inspiration and thence diffused worldwide. “The universality and simplicity of the scriptural scheme of metrology,” Jervis argued, would allow the effortless legal imposition of this system throughout the empire.103 “The poor unlettered ryot, or cultivator, the needy and despised heathen,” would, he predicted, easily see how a moralized system of metrology would protect against exploitation and embed him or her in the imperial system of values.104 From this point on, imperial metrology and the significance of sacred rituals and monuments, whether in Europe, India, or Egypt, seemed evident, especially to the colonial powers.

This is the end of a journey that began on the northern Pacific coasts and has led, via the royal ceremonies of European and Mughal rule and the politico-economic interests of antiquarians and Enlightenment experimenters, to the concerns of the Indian administration at a moment of world economic and political crisis, illuminated by a Telugu version of a Sanskrit text on measurement, or by an evangelical engineer’s interpretation of Jewish metrology. In his article “Hearing Voices,” Sanjay Subrahmanym rightly insists that “modernity is historically a global and conjunctural phenomenon, not a virus that spreads from one place to another.”105 This article has aimed to move in a similar direction, to restore a certain kind of symmetry to the long-term workings of measurement and to escape the sense of a linear and monotonic progression toward precision as part of an inevitably modern order. By placing measurement ceremonies within a more heterogeneous historical geography, it also becomes possible to see how Bloch’s analyses of ritual practices and conceptions of the universe can be justly applied to the story of the modern sciences. These histories show that supposedly silent traders in fact spoke in many different voices.
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